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XXVI. — cost of grading
Gravel pits with 15 ft. face ............... $0.11 cu.	yd.
Earth cuts 3 to 10 ft. deep ...............    0. 15 cu.	yd.
Shale cuts, all blasted ...................    0.21 cu.	yd.
Rock cuts, requiring blasting and breaking
up ..................................    0 . 25 cu.	yd.
The labor and supplies in the above table are based on the
following units :
Foreman .................................	$75 . 00 per month.
Laborers .................................      0.15 per hour.
Steam shovel crew (8 men, 10 hours) ........	25.00 per day.
Train service, labor and supplies ............	28 . 00 per day.
Trestles. — In localities where low elevations must be spanned
and especially where the subsoil is of questionable bearing
capacity the choice between wooden trestles, structural steel
and masonry is often made with difficulty. The Engineering
News sets forth the following arguments in favor of wooden
trestles for preliminary construction at least. These are par-
ticularly forceful, of course, in sections where timber is cheap.
"A well-built timber trestle, while it lasts, is a very solid and safe
structure, and it lasts normally in good condition for from 5 to 10 years
while much hastily built masonry gives out in 1 or 2 years.
" There is more time to determine accurately the size of opening
needed and thus avoid needless washouts; besides, well-built timber
structures are less likely to wash out suddenly.
"The time of construction is shortened materially, often an important
consideration.
"The masonry, when at last built, is almost certain to be better built
and of better stone. Haul, then, is of less importance and there will
be more time to secure good materials. The roads are few on which
any large proportion of the original masonry is in good condition after
10 years. This is especially true of the smaller structures, such as
cattle guards and open culverts, which are often so poor as to shake
to pieces in a few months. The lesson that the smaller the structure
the larger and better dressed must be the stones composing it, if it is
to be durable, is one which engineers are slow to learn.
"It is easier to introduce long and high fills afterward to be filled by
train, or replaced by masonry or iron, and thus to secure a better align-
ment and avoid rock cutting or other objectionable work.
"A very large part of the total cost of the line in its permanent form
is postponed for 6 to 8 years past the trying years of early operation,
thus not only saving the interest on the cost of the permanent work but

